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Strike the Chord of the Milky Way Overture!

A

s the strains of the Music of the Spheres strike the Chord within your
own Heart Flame of that Divine Estate that resides within your Causal
Body, there is released the Power of God, the Wisdom of God, the Love of God
so that you might appropriate, on behalf of your Mighty I AM Presence, all
that is the Necessity of Life, the sustenance of your life, the talent to expand
the Light and create the Desire of your God Presence.
As Chohan of Akasha, I, the Goddess of Light, stream forth the Consciousness
from that glorious Divine Estate of the Great Central Sun to charge, recharge,
and continue to magnify all that you must learn to establish as the Patterns
of your God Identity for the way of life that your God Presence has charted
for you.
Perhaps you have thought you merely stumbled onto these Teachings and
Instructions, that it was some sort of accident or there was some other lifestream
that by chance guided you to the Word of God. But it was not chance. It was
not by accident. It was divine intercession by your own God Presence, by the
attending Holy Angels to your lifestream, and by the Threefold Flame of
your Heart, leaping to be reunited with the Purity of your own Momentum
in God — the Causal Body of your many victories and talents and of the pure
Light of Perfection that you hunger for.
It may not be evident to most that the Presence of God is at the root of
their striving. But regardless of the profession, the relationship, the propensities
in life, at the core of every conscious awakened Heart Flame burns a striving
toward God — once more to be filled, to be charged, to be directed, to be loved!
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All relationships have at their core the Heart’s innate Desire to be reunited
with the Flame of God Love. All constructive professions have at their core
the expansion of Wisdom’s Flame and the creative Power of the Presence that
resides upon the Altar of your Heart. All of these and, indeed, every wholesome
aspect of life that you can bring to mind are fueled by this Desire at the core
of your being to reunite with the Oneness of God, to have that Divine Estate
so enfiring every vestige of your life that each plane of consciousness upon
which you are actively engaged and focused shall have the streaming God
Consciousness, not only from your own God Presence, but also fed by the
glorious Entire Spirit of the Brotherhood of Light! The vastness of this Milky
Way Sea of Light is very great and has a greater impact on your way of life
than you could begin to imagine!
Even the Earth herself is responsive to the Hand of God whenever our
Ascended Master Light is drawn forth and sent into particular activities upon
the Earth! That, blessed ones, also factors in your own Divine Desire and Flame
of God, even as it weighs in on the greater activity of all life upon the Earth.
For you are not an island. Your God Presence is a part of the whole fabric of
life. And where there are those pockets of darkness upon the Earth that have
had the very Presence of God stripped away by mankind’s inhumanity and
degradations, you have the Compassion of God upon the Altar of your Heart
to hold the holy innocent in the glorious enfoldment of the Light of your God
Presence, the Light of the Holy Angels, the Chohans, the Elohim, of all the
Ascended and Cosmic Beings that you can draw to mind, calling upon them
to assist in every aspect of life upon the Earth where it is their Divine and
glorious Joy to engage!
The Flame of God upon the Altar of your Heart can speak directly to the
cause, effect, record, and memory of all that is or ever was, which must go
into the Flame. By the Power of Invocation, you can call forth the Allness of
the Light of God to penetrate all unreality, all degradation of God, all hatred
of the Christ Light, and allow for the Holy Angels to clear the debris from
the field of life. By that action, the Presence of God that is at the White Fire
Core of all Life, of all Divine Outpourings that have created each of the planes
of consciousness, each of your vehicles, will have a clean new environment in
which to begin once more the anchoring of a Golden Age, the drawing forth
of the Divine Attributes that play upon the Milky Way Overture of the Entire
Spirit of the Brotherhood of Light throughout the Cosmos. Then you might enjoy
these Attributes as you draw them forth and drink them in, causing the very
cells of your physical body to spin with such a luminosity that you become the
full reflection of your own God Presence!
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Then you shall have that Garment of Dazzling Light that you may don
to express your own Ascended Master Way of Life. So that everything you
touch, all that you create, all that you allow as thoughts within your mind,
every energy that courses through your emotional body, all will be charted by
that Divine Keynote of your Mighty I AM Presence and as well, the infusion
of our Momentums of Light and Dispensation drawn forth by the Entire Spirit
of the Brotherhood of Light. Thus you can always expand, always enrich your life
in every moment with a new sense of purpose, a new radiance of luminosity, a
new magnitude of the Divine Spark issuing forth out of the Divine Source of
your Mighty I AM Presence. All this because you have elected to turn your
gaze to the Mighty I AM Presence, to allow for that gaze to be firmly fixed
and unmoved, regardless of the circumstances of your day-to-day life.
The appearance of lack, the appearance of anger, any distortion of life, are
all fabricated out of human creation. None are any part of the Divine Family
of your Great God Flame, your Twin Flame, your own Mighty I AM Presence,
or that closer vehicle to your outer expression, your Holy Christ Presence.
For the Divine Oneness that is your True Estate in the Realms of Eternal
Being knows the Truth of Cosmic Law, knows the Divine Attributes and God
Qualities that this outer representation of this lifetime is activating, creating.
You, in the Heart of your God Presence, initially fashioned this outer
fourfold vehicle of the physical, the emotional, the mental, the memory body;
it was then charged and infused with Life by your Mighty I AM Presence.
But along with the God Life of these outer vehicles there is the factor of your
returning karma. Initially lodged within the memory body, in time you are
required to balance it, put it into the Flame, walk through those records and
atone. But in doing so, blessed ones, you do not empty that memory body. It
does not become a space, void of existence. For as quickly as your karmic records
are transmuted, the Momentums of your Causal Body can begin to take their
closer walk with your lifestream, streaming through your purified, resurrected
memory body. And the strains of Intonation, Vibration, Consciousness can
begin to fill that memory vehicle so that you have greater access to your Causal
Body Heritage. No longer will you have the pressures of your returning karma,
the voices of your past, negative experiences haunting you, disturbing the very
emotion within you! For you, even now, are in the process of transmuting those
records so that as you move through your day, you may be about the business
of your Presence where you are, here and now.
Think what it will be like when all of those records are transmuted, when
you stand in the glorious Light of your Holy Christ Presence and are firmly fixed
in the Garment of Light that allows you to establish your Golden Age of One!
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To some this Vision may seem too fanciful to be a reality. But I promise
you, it is very real to those who have reached that Attainment! And even
the glimpse or momentary engagement in that overshadowing reminds you
of the True Estate that you are intended to live within. When this action
takes place, you no longer wish to revert back to old habits and old ways.
You desire to keep the focus of your attention upon the Presence of God so
that when the great Symphony of Creation is released throughout the Milky
Way Overture for the Sons and Daughters of God to receive a new thrust
for Holy Purpose, a divine creativity and talent to bless the Earth and all
thereon, you will be in that perfect place in time and space and conscious
preparation to receive in your chalice this most glorious Gift of God!
What you do with that Gift will determine future Dispensations, not
only for you personally, but for all upon the Earth. For the Allness of God
ofttimes looks at the collective whole of mankind and what Dispensations will
assist for the leavening of the entire race by the Consciousness of God. For
though there be but a few presently ready to receive the unmitigated Truth
of Cosmic Law on certain areas of Teaching and Instruction, the whole of
the Earth must be leavened sufficiently for even those Dispensations to come
forth. This is how it has always been. There have always been the few who
have led the charge of anchoring the Truth of the Light of God prior to the
masses beginning to absorb, increment by increment, the new Divine Patterns
and Way of Life until those masses could actually begin to appreciate what
was and is being done, daily, for and on their behalf.
So you see, blessed hearts, you have crossed over into a new plane of
consciousness and awareness of the Responsibility for the Light that you
receive, the Teaching and Instruction that you draw into your awareness! It
is a great Responsibility, but it is a glorious opportunity for you to continue
the acceleration of your own lifestream in the glorious Light of God, to enter
into that euphony of the harmonious tones of your Causal Body, reverberating
with the Purity and Intonation of your own God Presence, your talents, your
creativity, your voice, as your Mighty I AM Presence uses you as its veritable
musical instrument, intoning its unique Lost Chord, its Keynote Identity.
Thereby, the Earth, Water, Fire, Air, Akasha — all begin to resonate
within that intonation of the Many Sons and Many Daughters of God in the
Individualization of their Mighty I AM Presence! You are a part of the Fabric
of the Light of God that marries the Milky Way Overture with your own
life. And all are moving in this glorious acceleration and expansion of God
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that is constantly uplifting, intoning, creating, establishing, and maintaining
the Music of the Seven Spheres of the Presence of God everywhere!
And though there may be those areas of the Earth that are still a blight
upon the present civilization, eventually the enclaves of Light will so expand
that they will swallow up that darkness to be no more! For the Light of God
will have taken hold in the illumined consciousness of sufficient numbers
of the Sons and Daughters of God to impart the Light of God and displace
the darkness!
"More Light!" has been the cry of many on a spiritual path, even before
recorded history. But, blessed ones, where in the history that you are aware of
have the Sons and Daughters of God been charged with the Responsibility to
call forth from the Power of God, the Light of God — all that would begin
to break up, transmute, and consume unreality and ultimately, fill all time
and space with the Presence of the Light of God? Not every civilization has
been so equipped with the tools and Powers of Invocation, knowing how to
call forth the Great I AM! So you see, blessed ones, much is expected of the
few for the many to begin to flourish in the Sun of the Light of God.
As you move forward to prepare your vehicles of consciousness for the
coming Conclave, the expression of Freedom that you desire and the Wisdom
that you require will be released sufficient for you to grasp if you do your
homework, preparing your consciousness, purifying your vehicles, and making
yourself available to your Presence and the Entire Spirit of the Brotherhood of
Light that desires to open wide the Cornucopia of Akasha for you to receive
the Blessings of God intended for your lifestream that you might expand
the Light of God!
When you are in the overshadowing of your Holy Christ Presence,
receiving that glorious Light of God, bathing your mind, your emotional
body, your physical body, remember, this is the Divine Estate that you are
intended to walk through life in.
Let that Life of your Mighty I AM Presence be the constant walk of
the Christ Light, guided by your own Causal Body and filled with all the
Dispensations that are possible for you at certain times in accordance with
your personal initiations. Let the Light so shine that you know on the instant
the God Direction for your lifestream so that you are no longer wasting
precious time, energy, or opportunity to drink in the Mighty I AM Presence
and to call forth the Light of God, not only for your own lifestream, but for
the entirety of the Earth. For many depend upon your Calls and the Work
that we together may accomplish!
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Prepare ye the way for the Presence of God to come forth! For the Light
streams forth from out the Heart of God, carried upon the strains of music
of the Milky Way Overture and the Great Symphony of the Keynote of God’s
Presence for the Earth! Let that Light and Intonation of Akasha so settle in,
through, and around the Earth that all shall know the Presence of God is at
hand, and all is right with the world!
I AM the Goddess of Light! And I ray forth the Light of Purity and the
White Light of the Mother Flame so that you might hold fast to that Vibration
for yourself and let it buoy you up into the Heart of your Mighty I AM Presence!
Good day!

Amerissis, Goddess of Light
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